Low rates that reward your good credit
A renewable energy loan can be used to fund the purchase and installation of approved
clean energy products, helping you lower your power bills while supporting the health of
the planet.
RateSetter renewable energy loans can provide a lower interest rate than traditional
personal loans or credit cards. With terms of up to 7 years, our renewable energy loans
offer affordable repayments to help more homeowners access the benefits of clean
energy technology.
With a renewable energy loan, you know exactly what you’re getting: a competitive
interest rate with a consistent monthly repayment schedule that makes budgeting a cinch.

Peer-to-peer lending
RateSetter’s renewable energy loans are funded through our renewable energy lending
markets on the RateSetter lending platform. We connect investors and borrowers so
they can achieve more with their money. Our peer-to-peer lending platform uses clever
technology to cut out the inefficiencies of traditional lenders, giving you faster, better
deals on renewable energy finance. It’s that simple.
*Representative example: Based on $30,000 loan with a 60 month term for a borrower with a excellent credit history at a comparison rate of 8.25% p.a. the estimated
total amount payable including all applicable fees is $36,717. RateSetter green loan repayment terms range from a minimum of 3 years to a maximum of 7 years.
Interest rates start from 6.50% p.a. Rates are subject to change depending on the rates offered by lenders in our Lending Markets. Rates stated as at 8:50pm 31
January 2020 and are subject to change. RateSetter credit criteria and terms and conditions apply.

Proudly supported by the
Clean Energy Finance Corporation (CEFC)
The CEFC is responsible for investing $10 billion in clean energy projects on behalf of the
Australian Government. They lower Australia’s carbon emissions by investing in renewable
energy, energy efficiency and low emissions technologies. The CEFC is a cornerstone investor in
RateSetter’s renewable energy lending markets.

Here’s how we compare
Our personal loan option may be substantially cheaper than alternatives.
Here’s how we compare for a $30,000 system:
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You could save

up to $11,272

in repayments

Comparison rates and repayments calculated by RateSetter. ^Credit card rate stated is RBA F5 average ‘standard’ credit card interest rate as at 31 December 2019 and excludes any annual
or monthly fees. Calculations assume 60 equal monthly payments and no prepayment amounts. †Mortgage rate stated is RBA F5 average ‘standard’ fixed mortgage interest rate as at 31
December 2019 and assumes an annual fee of $395.00 p.a. Calculations assume 240 equal monthly payments and no repayment amounts. *Rates and repayments shown are indicative
only assuming 60 monthly payments and may change without notice. Subject to lender approval. Fees, charges, terms and conditions apply. Comparison rate based on a 5 year $30,000
unsecured green loan for a borrower with an excellent credit history as at 8:50pm 31 January 2020. WARNING: This comparison rate is true only for the examples given and may not include
all fees and charges. Different terms, fees or other loan amounts might result in a different comparison rate. ACL 449176.

Still have questions? We’re here to help
1300 502 028

greenfinance@ratesetter.com.au

What projects can you fund
RateSetter’s renewable energy loans can be used for
a range of products. These include:
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